Supplies Needed

1 Kona Bluegrass Roll-up: RU-319-40
1 Kona Lipstick Roll-up: RU-322-40
1 Kona Purple Roll-up: RU-324-40
1 Kona Riviera Roll-up: RU-323-40
5-1/8 yards backing
Twin-sized batting
1/2 yard binding

Finished quilt measures 56” x 80”
Shown in “Sporty” colorway.
See page 2 for “Preppy” colorway.

Pattern Level: Confident Beginner
“I have basic block construction down and would like to learn a new trick!”

Notes Before You Begin
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!
- Please read through all of the instructions before beginning.

Sewing Instructions
Sew roll-ups into sets of 4 strips each. Press seams open.

Strip sets will measure 8-1/2” x WOF (width of fabric).

Make 7 sets using Bluegrass/Riviera and 7 sets using Lipstick/Purple.
Cut strips sets into 5 blocks measuring 8-1/2" x 8-1/2".

Make 35 blocks in Bluegrass/Riviera and 35 blocks in Lipstick/Purple.

Arrange 7 blocks into a row (Row A), beginning with Lipstick/Purple and alternating colors. Sew blocks together and press seams open.

For second row (Row B), flip blocks 180 degrees and start with Riviera/Bluegrass. Sew blocks together and press seams open.

Make 5 of Row A and 5 of Row B.

Sew rows together to complete quilt top.

Baste, quilt, bind and enjoy your new quilt!

Preppy Colorstory

1 Kona Snow Roll-up: RU-189-40
1 Kona Bahama Blue Roll-up: RU-320-40
1 Kona Coal Roll-up: RU-317-40
1 Kona Riviera Roll-up: RU-323-40
5-1/8 yards backing
Twin-sized batting
1/2 yard binding